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Abstract
Clustering of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) is a critical step in many studies that require
a degree of sequence analysis. Because of the fact that ESTs are relatively easy to produce
and sequence, ESTs are commonly used to tell us more about the transcriptome. Chimeric
sequences, although relatively uncommon, can complicate the process of achieving an optimal clustering. Algorithms that are based primarily on the transitive-closure assumption for
clustering, such as most single-linkage algorithms, are particularly susceptible to the effects of
chimeras. In order to avoid the erroneous merges, caused by the occurrence of chimeric sequences within large data sets, most researchers are forced to apply higher sequence-similarity
thresholds. Such threshold values reduce the overall sensitivity of the clustering algorithms and
hence compromise the quality of the clusters obtained. As a result, certain attempts have been
made to reduce the effects of chimerism in multilink clustering. Multilink clustering algorithms,
unlike single-linkage algorithms, are not based on the transitive-closure assumption. However,
they are still susceptible to the effects of chimerism. The k -link clustering method is one such
attempt to reduce the clustering error as a result of chimerism. While this approach is technically sound, it involves a comparison of each EST against all the other ESTs in a data set,
and is hence computationally expensive for the typically large data sets associated with this
problem. Alternative approaches exist which suffer from similar drawbacks. Hence the purpose
of this research has been to develop and implement an alternative framework for the multilink
clustering problem specifically to identify and remove putative chimeras. The results from this
research indicate the alternative approach performs well under certain circumstances, such as
when applied to well behaved data. In other cases, performance is largely dependent on the
choice of the threshold value used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Clustering data is an essential technique used in many computing applications, and serves as a
powerful tool for data analysis. The term “clustering” is used in describing methods for grouping
unlabelled data [Jain et al. 1999]. In general, it refers to the unsupervised classification of a
collection of patterns into groups on the basis of similarity. The clustering problem is one
with a large application domain. It has been addressed in many contexts by researchers in
various disciplines: in image processing, clustering can be used for recognizing images at large;
in artificial intelligence, clustering plays an important role in pattern recognition and is often
performed using neural networks as a basis [Jain et al. 1999]. This is a reflection of both its
broad appeal and usefulness as a technique for data analysis.
One particular application in the area of computational molecular biology is clustering of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Recent advances in biological science techniques such as DNA
microarrays and automated DNA sequencing have enabled researchers to gather and analyse
large amounts of DNA sequence data in a relatively fast manner [Ng et al. 2008]. Moreover,
a new generation of technologies for sequencing has lowered sequencing costs and increased
throughput dramatically. While sequencing large amounts of nucleotide data is becoming a
more cost effective and feasible process, many species are likely to remain unsequenced in the
near future [Bragg & Stone 2009]. This may be attributed to a number of factors: the size of a
genome, together with the complexity of an organism play a critical role in determining whether
or not an organism may be a suitable candidate for genomic sequencing [Bragg & Stone 2009].
Furthermore, the fact that a genome can be sequenced does not guarantee the correct and successful assembly of sequencing reads. In cases where the sequence reads produced are short, it
is more difficult for contigs to be assembled correctly, resulting in more fragmented and potentially inaccurate assemblies [Paszkiewicz & Studholme 2010]. In other cases, repetitive content
can confound sequence assemblers resulting in the production of ambiguous sequence assemblies
[Bragg & Stone 2009]. Consider the example of sorghum: Sorghum is a relatively simple form
of grass consisting of a haploid genome of 10 chromosomes. The genome size consists of 61%
repetitive content that has been successfully sequenced, however more than 3000 contigs are
yet to be allocated to a chromosome [Paterson et al. 2009]. This is indicative of the fact that
repetitive content may compromise the correct assembly of a sequence. The use of expressed
sequence tags (ESTs) has often provided a cost-effective, transcriptionally biased, genomic replacement for certain types of analyses. In particular, studies that are typically concerned with
high levels of sequence redundancy, often make use of EST data. The fact that ESTs are both
1
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easily and inexpensively produced makes them an enormous source of wealth that is waiting to
be mined.
ESTs are short single pass randomly selected sequence reads that have been derived from
complementary DNA (cDNA) libraries. ESTs offer several advantages and have been used for
multiple purposes including gene discovery and annotation, identification of genetic variations as
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and in the detection of splice variants [Picardi et al. 2008].
In the case of EST clustering, these short fragments of DNA can be used to tell us more about
the transcriptome [Hazelhurst 2008]. EST clustering serves as a filter to reduce the input size of
an otherwise computationally expensive alignment process. In principle, EST clustering aims
to take a set of cDNA fragments and group them into clusters, each containing products of the
same gene. In doing so, we are able to infer information about specific genomic transcribed loci
[Hazelhurst 2008].
The EST clustering problem is conceptually simple and may easily represented in terms
of a graph theoretic problem where each EST corresponds to a vertex in the graph, and the
edges represent regions of overlap between the ESTs [Hazelhurst 2008]. However, the conceptual
simplicity of the EST problem masks the shortcomings associated with many existing algorithms
for performing EST clustering. Perhaps the most significant of these drawbacks is the fact that
using EST data complicates traditional clustering techniques. EST data, although easy to
produce, is largely susceptible to various kinds of errors. Traditional clustering algorithms,
such as single-linkage algorithms, typically make use of the transitive closure assumption as a
basis for determining cluster membership. That is, if EST A shares a region of overlap with
EST B, and EST B shares another region of similarity with EST C, all three ESTs are clustered
together. While the transitive closure assumption is technically suited to the clustering problem,
the existence of errors in EST data means that clusters determined in this way may contain
erroneous merges. This is not ideal. In particular, the presence of chimeric sequences in an EST
data set serves as a significant hindrance in achieving a suitable clustering. Chimerism typically
refers to a PCR induced process, whereby two or more unrelated ESTs are artificially ligated
and thus fall into the same cluster, despite differences in their origins [Bragg & Stone 2009].
As the number of ESTs contained in a dataset increases, the likelihood of developing chimeras
generally increases. Single-linkage merging algorithms are particularly susceptible to the effects
of chimeras.
To restrain the negative effects of chimeric sequences, align-length thresholds are often
increased. While this approach is technically feasible, it can be problematic since it reduces
the overall sensitivity of the clustering algorithm significantly [Bragg & Stone 2009]. Consider
a study due to [Wang et al. 2004]. In this study, [Wang et al. 2004] examine the relationship
between the clustering error and clustering criteria, and evaluate the effect of the sequencesimilarity threshold on the EST clustering error. In particular, [Wang et al. 2004] identify and
quantify two types of EST clustering errors namely, Type I and Type II. A Type I error is
an indication the ESTs that originate from an identical gene are clustered into two separate
clusters. A Type II error describes the case when ESTs originating from different genes are
placed in the same cluster. In particular, [Wang et al. 2004] found that both Type I and
Type II errors can be minimized when using a threshold of 25 - 40 bases aligned at 90% identity.
In other cases, more stringent parameters were used. The overall effect of increasing similarity
thresholds, is that smaller regions of similarity between ESTs are not detected easily, and hence
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sensitivity of the clustering procedure is reduced. Hence changing align-length threshold values
in traditional clustering techniques, is not a long term solution for dealing with chimeric ESTs.
As a result, certain alternative algorithms have been developed in an attempt to reduce
the effects of chimeras on the quality of clustering. These algorithms, unlike traditional
single-linkage algorithms are not based solely on the transitive closure assumption for determining members of clusters. These include the k -link clustering algorithm developed by
[Bragg & Stone 2009], and the minimum cut algorithm described in [Karger & Stein 1996]. Unlike other algorithms, the k -link clustering algorithm investigates the influence of the required
number of links (k ) between clusters, on the overall clustering error when an optimal sequencesimilarity threshold value is used. In particular, it is based on comparing the ESTs of one cluster
against the ESTs of all the other clusters, for each cluster. If the number of ESTs shared by
the clusters exceeds the value k, the clusters are merged. Otherwise, the ESTs concerned are
marked as potential chimeras. Clustering ceases when no merges occur [Bragg & Stone 2009].
The choice of k is critical for good performance of the algorithm, and is estimated using a statistical model [Bragg & Stone 2009]. While this approach seems reasonable initially, it suffers
from two major drawbacks: first, it is computationally very expensive due to the comparison
of every EST to every other EST; next, using a statistical model to compute a suitable value
of k may be inappropriate, since it does not take into account differences that may arise in the
data to which clustering is applied.
Alternatively, the minimum cut approach is based on the assumption that the EST clustering
problem can be represented in terms of a graph problem, with chimeric ESTs comprising the
minimum cut vertices of the graph. The problem of identifying chimeras thus reduces to the
problem of locating the minimum cut vertices within a graph. Many algorithms have been
developed for this, the most frequently cited being [Karger & Stein 1996]. Like the k -link
clustering approach, identifying the cut vertices within a graph is a computationally expensive
procedure, even when performed in parallel. This means that both approaches are impractical
when dealing with the large data sets typically associated with this problem.
Hence the purpose of this research has been to develop and implement an alternative framework to reduce the effects of chimeric ESTs on the clustering process. The approach is based on
determining which links between ESTs are established as a result of chimerism, and which from
similarity inherent in the ESTs themselves. It involves determining the evidence for a particular
EST by examining the sizes of intersections between groups of ESTs. In doing so, we deduce
the sequences that are chimeric. We examine this approach in detail in Chapter 3. The research
described in the rest of this document demonstrates that this approach is theoretically feasible
and performs well when applied to certain data sets. The research is conducted empirically: an
algorithm, based on the alternative framework, is derived and implemented in C. To verify the
correctness of this algorithm, it is applied to a number of artificially generated test sets that
are small in size. These sets are generated in Python. Finally, the algorithm is applied to real
data sets. We measure its performance in terms of the chimeras identified.
The remainder of this document is structured as follows: in the next chapter, the background
of this research and related research is presented. In particular, we explain the underlying
molecular biology of the EST clustering problem. We also present the two existing methods that
have been developed to reduce the effects of putative chimeras on clustering of ESTs, namely the
minimum cut and k -link clustering approaches. Chapter 3 describes the research methodology
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that was followed during the course of this research. The exact research question which we are
investigating is included in Chapter 3. This research has been divided into three phases: the
first phase involved deriving an algorithm for the suggested approach and describes how it was
implemented. This includes the important data structures that were used and a theoretical
analysis of the alternative method. In particular, the algorithm has been implemented in C.
The second phase required developing an algorithm for generation of artificial data sets. This
is a rudimentary tool that can be used to generate random adjacencies between a set of ESTs.
It was written in Python for this purpose. The third phase involved determining a suitable
threshold value and thus formed part of the experimentation process.
The results obtained the third phase and any other experimentation are presented in
Chapter 4. The results are divided into two sections: those pertaining to artificial data sets,
and those that are obtained from testing with real data sets. These results are discussed further
in Chapter 5. In particular, we make note of some general observations made during testing.
We also describe the limitations of this research and possibilities for future work. Chapter 6
concludes the research.

Chapter 2

Background and Related Research
2.1

Introduction

The previous chapter introduced the problem of EST clustering and mentioned the major problems associated with the single-linkage algorithms that are widely used to perform clustering. In
particular, we described the potential problems associated with these algorithms when clustering data containing chimeric sequences. We also made mention of two alternative approaches
that have been developed to reduce the overall effect of chimeras on the clustering process.
While both these approaches may be feasible, both approaches are problematic and computationally expensive for the large data sets that are typically associated with EST clustering.
The k -link algorithm is technically sound, however is based on a comparison between all the
ESTs and is thus not ideal for large data sets. The minimum cut approach suffers from similar
drawbacks.
In this chapter, we present the molecular biology that underlies the EST clustering problem.
We also examine the existing methods for EST clustering. Section 2.4 presents an overview
of how single-linkage algorithms can be used to perform clustering and mentions the problems
associated with these methods. In Section 2.5, we examine the existing algorithms that have
been developed for clustering data containing putative chimeras. In particular, we describe
the k -link clustering method developed by [Bragg & Stone 2009] and the minimum cut points
algorithm developed by [Karger & Stein 1996]. We mention the pitfalls associated with each
method. Thus, the need for the alternative approach developed in this research, is implied.

2.2

Biological Background

In the following section, we present only a very brief description of the underlying genetics
related to this research. A more rigorous treatment may be found in [Cohen 2004].
We refer to [Cohen 2004] and [Hazelhurst 2008] for the following. A living organism contains
a set of instructions for every step required to construct a replica of itself. This information
resides in the genetic material or genome of an organism. The genetic information is stored in
a collection of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules within a cell. DNA is a complex macromolecule comprised of four smaller molecules called nucleotides or nitrogenous bases. These
are Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). Thus the entire genome of an
organism can be represented as a string across the alphabet {A, C, G, T} [Hazelhurst 2008].
5
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In eukaryotes, organisms such as yeast that contain a true nucleus, the genetic information
is one complete set of DNA that resides in the nucleus of a cell [Cohen 2004]. This genetic
information is divided into chromosomes or tightly coiled pieces of DNA. The genes contained
in this DNA are responsible for the transfer of hereditary information between an organism and
its offspring. However, these genes only comprise a small proportion of the DNA. Moreover,
genes are not stored in a contiguous manner within the DNA; that is, each gene may be divided
into a set of exons separated by non-coding regions of information called introns. The exons
are expressed when active: that is, they are used to encode proteins in a process called protein
synthesis when active.
Protein synthesis is a complex, two stage process comprised of transcription and translation. Transcription involves creating a strand of ribonucleic acid (RNA) from each exon in the
template DNA. Multiple RNA strands may be produced in this way, each corresponding to an
exon in the template DNA strand. The RNA strands then undergo a preprocessing stage, and
are joined by a process that involves splicing out the non-coding introns [Cohen 2004]. The
resulting messenger RNA (mRNA) then moves out of the nucleus to a ribosome within the cell,
where it is used as a template to form a protein. The protein is comprised of several amino
acids, each of which is accounted for by a certain portion of the mRNA strand. Figure 2.1
shows an illustration of the entire process of protein synthesis.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the process of protein synthesis.1

This description is a gross simplification. The interested reader should refer to [Cohen 2004]
for a more detailed description. The next section introduces the problem of EST clustering and
1

Source: http://forbeingbrave.glogster.com/protein-synthesis-a-brief-overview/
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describes the molecular biology underlying the formation of ESTs.

2.3

ESTs and EST Clustering

In order to determine what protein is produced, the mRNA must be isolated and extracted
from a cell [Hazelhurst 2008]. This mRNA can then be used to determine a cell’s activity.
RNA samples from varying tissue types can be used to understand the transcriptome; that is,
which genes are active at different times, and what they are used for [Hazelhurst 2008].
Unfortunately, direct sequencing of mRNA is a biochemically difficult and expensive process. As a result, ESTs may sometimes be used instead, depending on the particular application [Hazelhurst 2008]. ESTs are short DNA fragments derived from the mRNA transcripts
extracted from a cell. ESTs are widely used throughout molecular biology for gene discovery, mapping and determining the products of alternative splicing, polymorphism analysis and
overall exploration of the transcriptome [Ng et al. 2008]. Since ESTs present a cost effective,
transcriptionally biased genomic substitute, they remain one of the primary means of accessing
a cell’s transcriptome.
ESTs are derived from mRNA transcripts in a multistep process involving capturing and
isolating the mRNA in a cell, reverse transcription, cloning and high throughput sequencing
[Hazelhurst et al. 2004]. During reverse transcription, the mRNA is used as a template to
encode a DNA strand called complementary DNA (cDNA) [Cohen 2004]. The cDNA is then
copied multiple times and fragmented. Fragmentation occurs randomly and the cDNA copies
produced may have different lengths due to polymerase processivity [Ng et al. 2008]. The fragments produced are the ESTs and average between 300 and 500 nucleotides in length. The
result is a collection of fragments each of which is short enough to be sequenced correctly
[Hazelhurst 2008]. Sequencing the ESTs may then provide more information about the underlying genome. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the process of EST production.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the process of EST production.2
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Although ESTs are produced easily at a relatively low cost, they are typically unedited, single
read sequences resulting from corresponding cDNA strands [Ng et al. 2008]. This has certain
implications: the sequences are highly redundant and prone to sequencing errors or vector
contamination [Ng et al. 2008]. As a result, unprocessed ESTs cannot be used to determine
important consensus sequence information. Thus in order to reconstruct and determine the
original mRNA sequence, a process called clustering is performed on a group of ESTs. EST
clustering aims to group ESTs on the basis of the gene that they originate from. The ESTs
comprising a particular cluster may then be assembled to form one or more consensus sequences
which in turn, may be used to discover a full length gene. We refer to the following formal
definition of EST clustering from [Hazelhurst 2008]:
Definition 2.3.1. Given a set of ESTs, partition the set into clusters so that each cluster
contains exactly the ESTs from the same gene or RNA.
The EST clustering problem may easily be modelled in terms of a graph theory problem. That
is, each EST corresponds to a vertex in a graph while edges may be constructed between those
ESTs that share regions of overlap. A more mathematical definition due to [Hazelhurst 2008]
is:
Definition 2.3.2. Represent each EST as a vertex in a graph, placing edges between two vertices
if the ESTs share regions of similarity. The clusters are the graph’s connected components.
The conceptual simplicity of the EST clustering problem masks the shortcomings associated
with many existing algorithms, particularly single-linkage algorithms, that have been used to
perform EST clustering. The next section describes single-linkage algorithms in detail and the
problems associated with this method of clustering.

2.4

Single-linkage Algorithms

Single-linkage clustering algorithms are a form of hierarchical algorithms that are most often
used for EST clustering. In hierarchical clustering, a sequence of increasingly fine partitions of
the data is produced, where the entire set of ESTs initially forms one cluster, and each subsequent partition is a refinement of the previous clustering [Hazelhurst et al. 2004]. The process
reaches completion when a fine enough clustering is produced, according to some predetermined
criteria. Single-linkage clustering is a form of hierarchical clustering, based on transitive closure.
That is, two objects x and y are clustered together if there is a finite sequence
x = x1 , x2 , . . . , xk−1 , xk = y

(2.4.1)

such that for all 1 ≤ i < k − 1, D(x i , xi+1 ) < θ for some threshold θ and distance D
[Hazelhurst et al. 2004]. Here, different levels of clustering correspond to changes in the values
of the threshold. Intuitively, using the distance metric as a basis for clustering makes sense:
sequences that share a finite subsequence of a suitable length are clustered together. In addition,
this approach for clustering is fast and highly scalable. As a result, it has been frequently used
for the EST clustering problem. The fact that EST clustering may be viewed as a form of local
2

Source: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/About/primer/est.html
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alignment with an unknown reference sequence, namely the gene, makes it particularly suited
to this approach due to the high speeds that this method offers.
Despite the wide application of single-linkage algorithms to EST clustering, these algorithms
suffer from a few drawbacks. Perhaps the most significant of these drawbacks, is their sensitivity
to erroneous EST data. Applying single-linkage algorithms to erroneous data often induces
erroneous merges between unrelated clusters. This is undesirable. Consider a simple example
involving ESTs A, B and C. If the ESTs A and B share some region of similarity, and B and
C share some other, different region of similarity, the ESTs A, B and C are clustered together,
regardless of differences in the origins of A and C. As the number of ESTs involved increases,
the larger each cluster becomes. If we then consider applying the transitive closure assumption
to erroneous data, the end result is the formation of “elongated clusters”. This makes it more
difficult to discern the lengths of the actual genes involved. Figure 2.3 illustrates how the
transitive closure assumption complicates the clustering process.

Figure 2.3: Transitive closure assumption results in “elongated clusters”.

One particularly problematic type of error that may arise in EST data is the existence of biological chimeras. Chimerism typically refers to a PCR induced process, whereby two or more
unrelated ESTs are artificially ligated and thus fall into the same cluster, despite significant
differences in their origin [Bragg & Stone 2009]. While chimeras are uncommon, they can make
achieving an optimal EST clustering a challenging process. In particular, the existence of random chimeric sequences in large data sets can cause an inordinate amount of damage to the
clustering process. When clustering is performed without a genomic reference, this is very concerning. To avoid chimeric induced erroneous merges, biologists are often forced to apply more
stringent similarity thresholds. The end result is a trade-off of errors introduced by chimeric
sequences for errors introduced by high sequence similarity thresholds [Bragg & Stone 2009].
Because of the fact that single-linkage algorithms are particularly sensitive to the effects of
chimeras and other types of errors, multilink clustering algorithms have been developed. These
approaches are focussed mainly on identifying and removing errors within a set of EST data
before performing clustering. The next section describes existing approaches that have been
developed for multilink clustering.

2.5. Existing approaches to multilink clustering
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Existing approaches to multilink clustering

While single-linkage algorithms for clustering are based largely on the assumption of transitive
closure, multilink algorithms are not. Multilink clustering instead assumes that multiple links
may exist between the ESTs of a graph; the clusters of the graph are thus viewed as those
sets of ESTs that have multiple regions of overlap between them as opposed to one. There
are two existing methods aimed at performing multilink clustering, both of which take into
account the existence of putative chimeras within a set of ESTs. This section examines these
two approaches, and the problems associated with each.

2.5.1

The k -link clustering algorithm

We refer to [Bragg & Stone 2009] for the remainder of this section. The clustering approach
described here begins with a comparison of each EST against every other EST. For each query
EST, a cluster is created with this EST as a seed, and compared to all the other ESTs. If the
alignment of an EST is above a predetermined similarity threshold, the EST is added to the
cluster. Thus for n ESTs, there are n initial clusters. The initial clustering is viewed as an
initialization step of the overall clustering, and may be decoupled from the cluster comparison
and merge steps. As a result, the initial clustering may be performed using any clustering
algorithm. The initial clusters may also be generated using other alignment methods; the user
is free to pick which sequence alignment algorithm to use.
The start of an iteration begins by performing a pairwise comparison between the ESTs
of each cluster. The number of ESTs shared by the two clusters is calculated. If the number
of shared ESTs is larger than the number of links, required to merge two clusters, namely
k, or the clusters are identical, the clusters are merged. Otherwise, the ESTs are marked as
putative chimeras. Putative chimeras must then be removed before performing any merging of
clusters. At the end of the cluster comparisons, all cluster pairs containing at least k links are
merged. This is the end of an iteration. Consecutive iterations consist of comparing clusters and
merging, when necessary. Clustering ceases when no merges are recorded within an iteration,
or a predetermined number of iterations has been reached.
The choice of k is crucial for the performance of the k -link clustering algorithm. In order to determine a correct value for k, [Bragg & Stone 2009] consider a number of factors:
the size of the dataset, number of expected clusters, and the frequency at which chimeras
occur, all play a critical role in the choice of k. In the k -link approach, clusters are merged
on the basis of k links. Hence it is necessary to consider the probability of having multiple
chimeras from the same chimeric type. This can be viewed as a generalization of the Birthday
Problem [Bragg & Stone 2009]. The actual choice of k is specified and calculated in terms
of a general problem with multinomial probabilities. The interested reader should refer to
[Bragg & Stone 2009] and [Levin 1981] for more information.

2.5.2

The minimum cut points algorithm

The minimum cut points algorithm, like the k -link clustering algorithm, is another attempt to
reduce the effects of chimeras on the quality of clustering produced. Unlike the k -link clustering
approach, the minimum cut points algorithm is a graph theoretic approach to solving the
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clustering problem. Recall that we can represent a set of ESTs in terms of a graph problem:
here each EST constitutes a vertex within the graph. Edges are constructed between those
vertices whose ESTs share some region of overlap, and thus are likely to originate from the
same gene. The clusters of ESTs may then be viewed as the maximally connected components
of the graph. Conversely, the chimeric linkages may be identified as the minimum cut points
within the graph. Thus any approach to identify the chimeric linkages within a set of ESTs
represented in terms of the graph problem, reduces to the problem of finding the minimum cut
points within an unweighted undirected graph.
Many graph theoretic approaches exist to locate the minimum cut points in a graph. Most
approaches developed for finding the minimum cut points of a graph are centered around the
natural duality that exists between maximum flows and minimum cuts. An alternative approach
is presented in [Karger & Stein 1996]. The interested reader should refer to the appendix of
this proposal for details about this specific algorithm. Alternative approaches to finding the
minimum cut vertices within a graph are not discussed here, but can be applied to the problem
of identifying and removing putative chimeras in an analogous way.
This section discussed existing approaches to solve the multilink clustering problem. Each
approach has its own strengths and weaknesses. The next section examines the main problems
with both of these methods, and hence the need for an alternative scheme for identifying
putative chimeras is implied.

2.6

Problems associated with the existing approaches

The previous section examined in detail two existing approaches for identifying putative chimeras
in the multilink clustering problem. The k -link clustering approach due to [Bragg & Stone 2009],
presented a novel algorithm for identifying chimeric ESTs on the basis of multinomial probabilities and the Birthday Problem. This method is a technically sound approach. It is well
supported in theory, and has been successfully implemented in practice. However, a major
concern associated with this method is the fact that it involves comparing the ESTs of one
cluster against all the ESTs of another cluster, for each pair of clusters. Since the algorithm
initially begins with each EST forming its own individual cluster, this means that every EST
is compared to every other EST. This is not a problem when dealing with artificial data sets
that are relatively small and well behaved. However, when the same approach is applied to
real data sets, it becomes extremely computationally expensive. The fact that real data sets
are considerably larger than artificial data sets means that more comparisons will have to be
made in order to successfully identify and remove chimeric ESTs. Another concern regarding
the k -link approach is the fact that it does not take into account many of the differences that
may arise in the data used for clustering, other than the actual size of the dataset used. The
choice of k is made using a mathematical model. This leads us to believe that it is somewhat
idealistic in its nature.
The minimum cut points algorithm suffers from similar drawbacks. While there are many
existing approaches for identifying the minimum cut vertices within a graph, to the best of our
knowledge, none of these methods can be implemented in under O(n2 ) time complexity even
when parallelized. In addition, many of the approaches that have been developed for identifying
the minimum cut vertices of a graph are Monte Carlo based algorithms, and hence determine
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the correct answer with a high probability, but not with certainty. This is not ideal.
A similar graph theoretic approach due to [Just et al. 2007] proposes that chimeric ESTs
appear as articulation points, as opposed to the minimum cut vertices, within a graph. In this
light, the problem of identifying chimeric ESTs reduces to the simple problem of identifying
the articulation points within a graph. Unlike minimum cut vertices, articulation points refer
to those vertices whose removal splits the graph into two or more disconnected components.
Articulation points may be easily identified by performing a simple depth first search on the
graph concerned. This approach is technically flawed since it assumes that only one chimeric
linkage exists between two EST clusters that could cause a potential merge. The removal of
such a linkage would disconnect the graph. Clearly this is not necessarily the case, particularly
with large data sets that usually contain numerous chimeric linkages. Hence this attempt to
reduce the impact of chimeras on the clustering produced is theoretically unsound. Table 2.1
summarizes the worst case complexity of each of the algorithms described.
Algorithm
k -link clustering
Minimum cut points

Worst Case Complexity
O(n2 )
O(n2 )

Table 2.1: Summary of current bounds for the multilink clustering problem

2.7

Conclusion

This chapter presented the literature relevant to the proposed research. We examined the k -link
clustering algorithm developed by [Bragg & Stone 2009]. We also discussed how the problem of
identifying chimeric ESTs reduces to the problem of finding the minimum cut vertices within a
graph. Both methods are technically sound but computationally expensive and hence infeasible
for the large data sets associated with this problem. Hence the need for a alternative, technically
sound yet computationally reasonable approach arises. This research is aimed at developing
and implementing such an approach that is applicable to both real and artificial data. The next
chapter presents the methodology that followed during the course of this research. In particular,
we present the research question, aimed at defining the precise focus of this research.

Chapter 3

Research Methodology
3.1

Introduction

The previous chapter discussed the literature related to this research. In particular, we examined two existing methods for identifying chimeric sequences within a set of ESTs. The first
method presented was the k -link clustering algorithm which was based on comparing every
EST against every other EST in another cluster. The number of shared ESTs was determined;
if this number exceeded a threshold value, the two clusters were merged. Otherwise the ESTs
were marked as putative chimeras. This approach is a technically sound means of identifying
chimeric sequences, however is computationally expensive and idealistic. The second approach
was based on characterising chimeric ESTs as the minimum cut vertices within a graph. This
method suffered from drawbacks analogous to those of the k -link approach. Yet another similar
method due to [Just et al. 2007] was based on the assumption that chimeric ESTs comprise
the articulation points of a graph. This approach was aimed at identifying the articulation
points within a graph of ESTs. Unlike the other two methods, this approach was technically
problematic since it assumed only one chimeric linkage between two EST clusters. Hence the
need arises to develop a computationally feasible yet technically sound approach to identify
chimeric ESTs. This is the aim of our research. This chapter covers the methodology followed
during the course of this research. Section 3.2 presents the research question. In particular,
we identify the exact focus of this research. In Section 3.3, we present the research method we
have followed in an attempt to answer the research question. This has been divided into three
phases: the first phase involved deriving an algorithm to describe our improved approach and
is presented in Section 3.3.1; the second phase, described in Section 3.3.2, involved deriving
an algorithm for generation of artificial data sets. The final phase, comprised of testing the
approach to determine a suitable threshold value, is briefly discussed in Section 3.3.3 and makes
up the majority of the next chapter.

3.2

Focussed Research Question

Clustering ESTs is an important problem in the area of computational molecular biology. It
can be used to determine critical information about the transcriptome. EST clustering tries to
take a set of cDNA fragments and partition them into clusters on the basis of which gene each
sequence originates from. However, most EST data sets are error prone. In particular, the exis13
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tence of chimeric sequences results in two or more unrelated clusters to be merged. As the size
of the data set of ESTs used increases, the likelihood of potential chimeras occurring increases.
The aim of this research has been to develop an alternative approach to [Bragg & Stone 2009]
to identify chimeric sequences within a set of ESTs. This involves examining the neighbourhoods of each EST. In particular, we can determine the size of the intersection between the
neighbourhoods of the ESTs. If this intersection exceeds a certain threshold then it is less likely
that a link between the sets of ESTs resulted from a chimera. Otherwise, the link does not
have enough evidence to support it and is removed. In doing so, we can identify chimeric ESTs.
These observations lead naturally to the formulation of the following research question:
Research Question: By examining the size of the intersection between the neighbourhoods
of two or more ESTs, it is possible to determine whether or not a link that exists between the
ESTs is supported by enough evidence, and is hence a result of biological similarity inherent
in the sequences, or does not have enough evidence to support it, and is hence as a result of a
chimeric linkage. In doing so, it is possible to identify certain sequences as putative chimeras and
hence eliminate them from the clustering process. The output produced by the wcd algorithm
by [Hazelhurst 2008], suggests this can be implemented in approximately O(n log n). Hence the
aim of this research has been to implement and to correctly characterize the complexity of the
suggested approach.

3.3

Overview of the Research Method

This research has been divided into three main phases. The first phase involved deriving an
algorithm for the alternative approach and implementing it in a suitable language. The second
phase involved deriving an algorithm for generating artificial data sets that are small in size
for testing the correctness of the suggested approach. The third phase involved determining a
suitable threshold value for each data set used in clustering; this phase effectively constituted
the testing phase of the research process. Here, we examine each phase in turn.

3.3.1

Phase One: Algorithm for Determining Putative Chimeras from a
Given Set of ESTs

This phase constituted the major phase of the entire research process. We have proposed an
alternative approach to EST clustering that enables erroneous merges that traditionally result
from chimerism to be avoided. In this phase, we derived a formal algorithm according to the
specifications of this approach. The algorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm 1 Our algorithm for determining chimeric ESTs
1 Input a threshold value θ
2 Create an array of ESTs, ESTList, from 0 to n − 1
3 Create an adjacency list corresponding to each EST in ESTList
4 for EST x in ESTList do
5
for EST y in adjacency list of x do
6
Calculate the intersection between the adjacency lists of x and y
7
if intersection > θ then
8
Merge the adjacency lists of x and y
9
else
10
Delete the adjacency between x and y
11
end if
12
end for
13 end for
14 Output the final clusters from the adjacency lists
The basic premise of this algorithm is that we only need to compare those ESTs that are in one
another’s neighbourhoods. That is, we do not need to consider those ESTs that do not share an
adjacency with the EST concerned. We calculate the intersection between the adjacency lists of
the two ESTs, x and y concerned. This constitutes the evidence of the edge that exists between
x and y. A larger intersection implies that the edge has significant support and is thus likely to
have resulted from similarity inherent in the ESTs x and y themselves. An intersection smaller
than some predetermined threshold θ, implies that the edge does not have enough evidence to
support it and should thus be removed. Once this process is repeated for all the ESTs, the
final list of clusters may be output. This list of clusters is constructed using a union-find data
structure which will be discussed in the next sections. If an EST forms part of its own cluster
yet previously had an element in its adjacency list other than itself, we can identify it as a
chimera. In doing so, the chimeras are isolated and do not have any influence on the other
clusters produced.
It is apparent that the choice of θ is critical for the performance of the algorithm. This
is analogous to the choice of k in the k -link approach due to [Bragg & Stone 2009]. However,
unlike [Bragg & Stone 2009], we do not estimate the value of θ on the basis of a mathematical
model. Instead, we examine the evidence for each edge and empirically determine a suitable
value for θ. This constitutes the third and final phase of this research.
Having derived a suitable algorithm describing the alternative framework, we now provide a
motivation as to why this algorithm is particularly suited to the problem of eliminating chimeric
ESTs from the clustering process.
3.3.1.1

Motivation for the algorithm used

The algorithm in the previous section examines only those ESTs that are adjacent to one
another. That is, it compares only those ESTs that are in the same neighbourhood. Trivially,
two ESTs that are not adjacent will not share any chimeric link, and will thus not need to be
compared against each other. By calculating the size of the intersection between the adjacency
lists of the two ESTs being compared, we are able to establish how many other ESTs a particular
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EST is adjacent to. Moreover, we can determine how many adjacencies are common to both
ESTs. This is to establish the evidence or support for a particular EST. Since a chimera is a
relatively rare occurrence in nature, this evidence is low. As a result, the evidence can be used
as an indication of which ESTs to remove from the clustering process and which to keep. Upon
finding an edge that does not have enough evidence, we remove the edge; we do not immediately
assume the EST concerned is a chimera, since it may have other edges that support it. Once the
final clusters have been output, any EST that appears in its own cluster, whose initial adjacency
list was comprised of ESTs other than itself, is identified as a chimera. This is because all the
edges that previously supported this EST have been removed. Each adjacency list contains p
ESTs, where p < n for n initial ESTs. Hence each EST is compared to its p neighbours rather
than every other EST. This is an effective reduction in the overall number of comparisons.
3.3.1.2

Language of Implementation

We have implemented the algorithm derived in the previous section in C. Reasons for choosing
C include efficiency and the ability to use pointers to manage memory allocation. Memory
allocation is particularly important in this research since the data sets associated with testing
this approach are particularly large. Other reasons include familiarity and availability.
3.3.1.3

Data Structures

The data structures used in the implementation of this approach are crucial for its performance.
Perhaps the two most significant data structures used are the array of pointers to pointers
structure, and the union-find data structure. The former is used as an effective representation
of the list of ESTs together with the adjacency lists that correspond to each EST; the latter is
used for efficient merging of two adjacency lists when sufficient evidence is available to support
the existence of an edge. Ultimately, the use of the union-find data structures enables us to
determine the final clusters produced from the ESTs. We describe each of these data structures
respectively:
3.3.1.3.1

The ESTList Data Structure

The data representation for the list of ESTs consists of an array of pointers to pointers. That
is, ESTList is an array of pointers. Each of these pointers in turn, points to its own array.
This array constitutes the adjacency list for that particular EST. Figure 3.1 shows a graphical
representation of this data structure.
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Figure 3.1: Array of pointers to pointers data representation

This data structure is particularly suited to the approach since it allows each adjacency list to
have variable size. That is, each position in ESTList represents an EST, and may point to its
individual adjacency list. These adjacency lists may vary in size, depending on the number of
ESTs that are adjacent to the EST concerned. Using a conventional matrix structure would
not have catered for this.
3.3.1.3.2

The Union-Find Data Structure

The most important data structure used in the implementation of the proposed framework is
the union-find data structure. This data structure allows for efficient merging between the
adjacency lists of two ESTs. In particular, it is primarily concerned with determining which
element a set belongs to (find), and combining two or more sets into a single set (union).
Here, it allows for cluster computation to be done in an straightforward and cost-effective
manner. The basic data structure comprises a set of nodes, each with its own attributes. In
particular, each node belongs to a set. Every set has a fixed element or node that serves as a
representative of the entire set [Cormen et al 2001]. Finding the set to which a specific element
belongs, involves identifying the representative of that set. Similarly, finding the union of two
sets involves updating each element in the new set to point to the representative of the combined
list [Cormen et al 2001]. Figure 3.2 shows a sample of a union-find data structure where each
node has the value of a letter in the alphabet.
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Figure 3.2: Sample union-find data structure

In this particular context, we make use of the union-find data structure in a way analogous
to [Hazelhurst 2008]. That is, each EST corresponds to a node within the data structure.
Each node has its own attributes. These include the fields next, last, cluster and id. The id
defines the number of a particular EST. The cluster defines the set to which an EST belongs
to. This generally refers to the representative of the set. next and last describe the previous
and subsequent elements relative to the concerned EST within the set.
When the evidence between two ESTs exceeds the threshold θ the sets to which both ESTs
belong are merged. This requires us to find the parents of both nodes. If the parents are not
identical, the root of the one tree is attached to the root of the other tree. Both ESTs modify
their cluster to be the root of the newly formed tree. Determining which cluster a particular
EST x belongs to, involves traversing the tree for the root of x.
3.3.1.4

Theoretical Analysis

Using the union-find data structure allows us to merge two adjacency lists efficiently. In general,
determining which set a particular EST belongs to, can be done in O(log*n), where log*n refers
to the iterated logarithm of n [Cormen et al 2001]. This is effectively O(1) time. If we repeat
this process for each EST, we have O(n) as an upper bound. Finding the union of two sets
can be done in an analogous way. However, in the worst case, every EST is adjacent to
every other EST. In this case, an all-against-all comparison cannot be avoided. Hence the
overall performance of the algorithm lies somewhere between O(nlog*n) and O(n2 ). We cannot
determine a precise performance bound since this is largely dependent on the data to which the
algorithm is applied.

3.3.2

Phase Two: Algorithm for Generation of Artificial Test Data

This phase involved generating artificial data sets of a manageable size to verify the correctness
of the approach. The algorithm for producing these data sets is shown here:
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for creation of artificial data sets
1 Input n, the number of ESTs
2 Input α {This determines the connectivity between the ESTs of the graph}
3 Create an empty array of sizes corresponding to the lengths of each adjacency list
4 Create and empty array of ESTs, ESTArr
5 for k = 0 to n − 1 do
6
Generate random number r in range 1 to n − α
7
sizes[k] = r {This constitutes the size of the adjacency list of EST k}
8 end for
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

for EST i in ESTArr do
for j in range 1 to sizes[i] do
flag = false
while flag == false do
Generate random number s in range 0 to n − 1
Check ESTArr[i] for s
if s does not appear in ESTArr[i] then
Add s to ESTArr[i]
flag = true
end if
Generate random number s in range 0 to n − 1
end while
end for
end for
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for EST m in ESTArr do
Add m to ESTArr[m] {Add each EST to its own adjacency list}
27 end for
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33

for EST i in ESTArr do
for EST j in ESTArr[i] do
Add i to ESTArr[j] {Symmetric representation of adjacencies}
end for
end for

34

for EST m in ESTArr do
36
Remove duplicates from ESTArr[m]
37 end for
35

38
39
40

Sort each list in ESTArr
Output each list in ESTArr to file

The algorithm begins with an empty array of ESTs. An array of sizes corresponding to number
of ESTs is created. This array determines the sizes of the adjacency lists of each EST. That
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is, sizes[i] determines the size of the adjacency list of EST i. The parameter α plays a role in
determining the length of a particular adjacency list. Here, a larger α corresponds to a smaller
adjacency list for a particular EST. Introducing the parameter α enables us to control the overall
connectivity of the graph; a higher α implies smaller adjacency lists which in turn implies less
edges exist in the graph of ESTs. The subsequent steps of the algorithm are concerned with
generating random adjacency lists for each EST. These lists should contain no duplicates. Next,
each EST is added to its own adjacency list. Having added each EST to its own adjacency list,
the entire EST list is iterated through again. Here, upon encountering an adjacency between
ESTs i and j, the same adjacency is added between ESTs j and i. This is to create a symmetric
data representation. Any duplicates are removed again. Finally, each adjacency list is sorted
and printed to a file. A sample of the output produced by Algorithm 2 is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Sample Artificial Dataset of 10 ESTs

3.3.2.1

Motivation for the algorithm used

Note that the purpose of the previous algorithm is to generate artificial data sets in the required
format. These data sets serve as a means of testing the correctness of our approach. We are
not concerned with the efficiency of the algorithm itself. Algorithm 2 achieves its purpose of
generating random adjacency lists of random lengths.
3.3.2.2

Language of Implementation

The data generation algorithm may be implemented in any language of choice. For this research,
Python has been used. This is largely due to its ease of use and the fact that we are familiar
with it.

3.4. Conclusion
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Phase Three: Choosing a suitable θ for Clustering

The third and final phase of this research involved choosing a suitable θ value for performing the
actual clustering. This is the single most important task that plays a pivotal role in determining
the final outcome of the overall clustering algorithm. Having a threshold value that is too high
means that too many edges will be unnecessarily removed and hence most ESTs are likely to
be identified as chimeric. On the other hand, having a threshold value that is too low means
that no chimeric ESTs may be detected. It is also true that the choice of θ is largely dependent
on the actual data on which clustering is performed. Furthermore, the choice of θ may not
necessarily be unique for a particular dataset. We will examine each of these issues in the next
chapter where we present our results, because of the data dependencies involved when choosing
a suitable θ.

3.4

Conclusion

This research aims to develop a computationally feasible approach to identify putative chimeras
within a set of EST data to improve the overall clustering process. This chapter has described
the method adopted for achieving such a solution. It includes the specific research question that
we have aimed to answer. In addition, it describes the three phases comprising this research.
The first phase involved deriving an algorithm to describe the alternative approach we proposed,
and implementing this algorithm in C. The second phase of this research required an algorithm
for generating artificial data sets to be formulated. The third and final phase of this research
involved determining a suitable threshold θ for performing the actual clustering. This phase
constitutes the testing phase and is described in the subsequent chapter with the results, because
of its heavy reliance on the data used. The next chapter describes the results obtained when
applying the clustering approach described in Section 3.3 to both real and artificial data sets.
We examine how changing θ brings about changes in the number of chimeras identified. We
also observe how many chimeras the algorithm is able to detect having added a fixed proportion
to both real and artificial data sets.

Chapter 4

Results
4.1

Introduction

The previous chapter presented the methodology followed during the course of this research.
It was divided into three phases: the first phase comprised developing and implementing an
algorithm to describe the alternative approach that we have suggested for clustering; the second
phase involved implementing an algorithm for generating artificial data sets of a small size.
These data sets can be used to verify the correctness of the approach. The final phase involved
determining a suitable threshold value θ when performing clustering. This is the single most
important task and is different for each set of data used. This phase constitutes the testing
phase of this research and is described in more detail in this chapter. Here, we present the
results obtained when applying our algorithm to both real and artificial data sets. Section
4.2 provides the specifications of the machine used for experimentation. In Section 4.3, we
investigate how the algorithm performs when applied to artificial data sets of varying sizes. In
particular, we discuss how a suitable θ can be chosen by examining certain properties of the
data. Section 4.3.2 examines the performance of the algorithm when we apply it to artificial
data sets to which we manually add a known number of chimeras. Here, we deduce a false
negative and false positive occurrence rate. Section 4.4 demonstrates the performance of our
algorithm when applied to real data sets that are significantly larger than artificial data sets.

4.2

Specifications of System for Testing

All the experiments that follow have been performed on a MacBook Pro machine. Table 4.1
summarizes the specifications of this machine.
Machine
MacBook Pro

Specifications
Intel Core 2 Duo P8800@ 2.66GHz
4 GB 1067MHz DDR3
3MB Cache

Table 4.1: Specifications of machine used for experimentation.
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Results from using artificial data sets of varying sizes

In this section, we explore the performance of our implementation when applied to artificially
generated data sets of varying sizes. The data sets are generated using the Python program
developed in the second phase of this research. In particular, we consider data sets of sizes
20, 40, 80, 160, 320 and 640 ESTs with α = 31 (Number of ESTs)1 . These sets are relatively
small in size so it is easy for us to verify that the correct clusters are in fact computed. In
addition, we can see the effect of scaling the data on the overall performance of the algorithm.
We do not consider sets that are larger than 1000 ESTs since these become difficult to manage;
furthermore, the data generation for sets larger than 1000 ESTs becomes significantly slower,
perhaps as a result of a performance overhead incurred in Python, or because of using a relatively
naive data generation technique.

4.3.1

Using evidence to deduce a threshold value

We already know that choosing an appropriate value for θ plays a critical role in the final
outcome of the clustering. Having a θ that is too stringent means that the chimeras may not
necessarily be correctly identified. The opposite is true for a θ that is too large. In these cases,
it is best to use the evidence of a particular data set to deduce an appropriate choice of θ. Recall
that the evidence for a particular data set is comprised of the sizes of intersections between
pairs of ESTs. Thus by plotting a graph of the evidence for a set of ESTs, we can deduce a
suitable choice of θ. Figure 4.1 shows an example of an evidence plot obtained for a set of 20
ESTs.

Figure 4.1: Histogram of evidence for a set of 20 ESTs.

Figure 4.1 demonstrates that most of the evidence between EST pairs lies in the range of
approximately 4 - 5 ESTs. Hence a suitable threshold value in this instance is θ = 4. By
choosing the threshold in this way, the majority of the EST pairs considered will have an
evidence larger than the threshold and will thus be viable ESTs. The remaining few edges that
1

Note that it is possible to carry out similar experimentation for different values of α; this is beyond the scope
of this research.
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fall below the evidence level are removed. Note that this does not mean that we immediately
classify any EST pairs with an evidence below the threshold level as chimeras; these ESTs may
be supported by other edges which must also be considered. Any EST, which previously had
more than one adjacency, that is the only member of its cluster, is classified as a chimera. This
is because all the edges that previously supported the EST have been removed. Figure 4.2
shows a sample output when the program is run on a data set of 20 ESTs.

Figure 4.2: Sample output produced for a set of 20 ESTs.

In Figure 4.2 no chimeras have been identified. This is most probably due to the fact that the
data set is so small and very well connected. The high degree of connectivity means that all
the ESTs share overlaps with all the other ESTs and hence all fall into the same cluster. Table
4.2 summarizes the results when applying θ = 4 and θ = 5 to the same set of 20 ESTs.
Threshold (θ)
4
5

No. of Chimeras
0
0

Table 4.2: Number of chimeras identified relative to choice of θ for a set of 20 ESTs.
Similarly, we may repeat the procedure for each of the other data sets. The subsequent pages
show the results we obtain.
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of evidence for sets of sizes 40, 80, 160 and 320 ESTs respectively.

Threshold (θ)
4
5
6
7

No. of Chimeras
0
0
1
1

Table 4.3: Number of chimeras identified relative to choice of θ for a set of 40 ESTs.
Threshold (θ)
9
10
11
12
13

No. of Chimeras
0
0
1
1
2

Table 4.4: Number of chimeras identified relative to choice of θ for a set of 80 ESTs.
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Threshold (θ)
15
16
17
18
19
20

No. of Chimeras
0
0
1
1
1
1

Table 4.5: Number of chimeras identified relative to choice of θ for a set of 160 ESTs.
Threshold (θ)
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

No. of Chimeras
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4.6: Number of chimeras identified relative to choice of θ for a set of 320 ESTs.

Figure 4.4: Histogram of evidence for a set of 640 ESTs.
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Threshold (θ)
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
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No. of Chimeras
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.7: Number of chimeras identified relative to choice of θ for a set of 640 ESTs.
Note that the previous results indicate the occurrence of a chimera is a relatively rare one. This
is true for most real data sets as well; [Hillier et al. 1996] observe the frequency of chimeras
is 0.01 in most data. However this may also be attributed to the design of the artificial data
generation program. This program exhibits a tendency to produce data that is well connected.
That is, each EST has many adjacencies. As a result, evidence that may be slightly higher
than in real data sets. In particular, we are unable to detect the presence of any chimeric ESTs
within the set of 320 ESTs. This may be because the data itself genuinely does not contain any
chimeras. In such a case, changing the threshold value has no influence on the final outcome of
the clustering.

4.3.2

Adding a known proportion of chimeras to each artificial data set

In this section we examine the effect of adding a fixed proportion of known chimeras to artificial
data sets. In particular, we examine how many of the chimeras added to the set are classified
as chimeric ESTs and hence deduce a false negative/false positive occurrence rate. For each
of the previously generated sets of sizes 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 and 640 respectively, we add 5%
chimeric data. Table 4.8 shows how many chimeras are inherent in the each of the data sets for
a suitable choice of θ. In addition, it shows how many known chimeras have been added to each
of the data sets, and how many of these are identified. We list the number of false negatives
and false positives (of those chimeras added) for each size.

4.4. Results from using real data sets

No. of
ESTs
20
40
80
160
320
640

No. of
chimeras
1
1
1
1
0
1

No. of
chimeras added
1
2
4
8
16
32

No. of
chimeras identified
2
2
3
8
13
26

28

False Negatives
0
1
2
1
3
7

False Positives
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4.8: Number of chimeras identified relative to those added to data sets of varying sizes
for a suitable choice of θ.

Table 4.8 shows the number of false negatives and false positives that occur when a fixed
proportion of chimeras is added to each data set. Note that we also tabulate the number
of chimeras inherent in the data itself, before the addition of extra chimeras. In general, we
observe that most of the chimeras are successfully identified. Some of the chimeras happen to
fall into clusters during the clustering process leading to a false negative result. That is, some
chimeras are misclassified as non-chimeric ESTs. False negatives occur among those that are
added to the sets later. Possible reasons for this include poor choice of chimeras or using a poor
threshold value. We do not observe any false positives for these particular data sets.

4.4

Results from using real data sets

The previous section detailed the performance of our algorithm when applied to artificial data
sets. This is relevant because the sets are small enough to be able to verify the correctness of
the approach. In this section, we examine how the algorithm performs when applied to real
data sets. These sets are significantly larger than the artificial data sets and may not necessarily
be well behaved.

4.4.1

Adding a known number of chimeras to each real data set

Here, we conduct a similar experiment to that in Section 4.3.2. We add a fixed number of
chimeras to real data sets of varying sizes. All the real data sets have been obtained from
[Hazelhurst et al. 2004]. In particular, the C-Series data that is used has been created using
ESTSim, with a set of 2985 complete cDNAs from the NIH Mammalian Gene Collection. The
Mus curate data was created by randomly picking 34 genes from chromosome 4 of a mouse and
using tools such as BLAST to identify ESTs [Hazelhurst et al. 2004]. The A076941 set is an
arbitrary subset of an original Arabidopsis data set from Genbank.
We tabulate the number of chimeras inherent in the data itself, before the addition of any
extra chimeras, and also record the number of chimeras identified, having added more to the
data set. In this experiment we add 10 chimeric ESTs to each set. The results are recorded in
Table 4.9. We list the number of false negatives and false positives only from those chimeras
added. This is because we cannot be sure that the chimeras we identify from the original data
itself are in fact chimeras. We discuss this issue at length in the next chapter.

4.5. Conclusion

Data Set
M00
C10
Mus curate
C8
A076941

No. of
chimeras
2
0
0
0
17
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No. of
chimeras added
10
10
10
10
10

No. of
chimeras identified
6
8
5
9
20

False Negatives
6
2
5
1
7

False Positives
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4.9: Number of chimeras identified relative to those added to real data sets for suitable
choice of θ.

We observe that the data sets that are used are relatively well behaved sets that do not have
much chimeric data to start off with. We manage to pick up two chimeras in is the M00 set.
This may be attributed to the choice of θ used or to the data itself. Once again, we notice a
number of false negatives occur among those chimeras that are added to the original data. This
may be attributed to choosing poor chimeras or to using a poor threshold value (analogous
to Section 4.3.2). We do not observe any false positives yet again. False positives are not
actually possible in such an experiment2 . This is because we add chimeras to each data set.
We only record the false negatives and false positives among those chimeras that we add and
not those in the original data. It is possible to miss one of the chimeras that we add, but not
possible to observe any more chimeras from those added. If we observe more chimeras than
those added to the set, then the extra chimeras observed must originate from the data itself.
In this case, the extra chimeras are not false positives. This is something that was previously
overlooked. We also notice that the number of chimeras observed in a significantly larger set
such as the A076941 set is significantly higher than the other sets. This is expected. However,
changing the θ value used in this case, brings about very dramatic changes in the number of
chimeras observed. This is, to some extent unusual. In addition, the number of false negatives
also increases for this particular set. These factors together suggest that choice of θ made in
this case, may not have been the ideal choice. More testing would be required to be able to
determine a more suitable threshold value in this case.

4.5

Conclusion

This chapter presented the results that were produced by this research. Section 4.3.1 showed
how the evidence for a particular EST could be used to deduce a suitable threshold value for
clustering. In Section 4.3.2, we demonstrated that this method of determining a threshold
value is reasonable when applied to artificial data sets of varying sizes. In particular, it was
discovered that the approach performs well when applied to artificial data sets and is successful
at identifying most of the chimeric ESTs that are added to these sets. Results from Section 4.4
however, indicate that there are some similarities and differences when applying this approach
to real data sets. As in Section 4.3.2, the algorithm is able to detect most of the chimeras
that are added to each of the sets. However, unlike with the artificial data sets, this seems to
2

The only way this is possible is if the chimeras that we add are not actually chimeras; there is no way to
check for this.
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degrade with an significant increase in the size of the data set used for testing. In addition,
changes to the value of θ bring about dramatic changes in the number of chimeras observed. It
is possible that determining a threshold value for larger sets requires more knowledge (besides
the evidence for each EST) about the data used. The next chapter discusses these and other
issues.

Chapter 5

Discussion
5.1

Introduction

The previous chapter showed the major results obtained during the course of this research. In
this chapter, we discuss the contribution the results obtained make in the field of computational
biology. The chapter begins by describing in Section 5.2, the significance of the results obtained
in the previous chapter. Section 5.3 discusses the limitations of this research.

5.2

General Observations from Results

The results from Section 4.3 demonstrate that the algorithm performs well when applied to
artificial data sets. It is successfully able to detect the existence of chimeras within these sets.
However, because of the naive strategy used for creating these data sets, the number of chimeras
in each set is very small. As expected, changing the threshold value θ for each data set, brings
about changes in the number of chimeras detected. It is also observed that there may not be
one unique value for θ but rather a range of suitable values. This range may be determined by
examining the evidence pertaining to each data set. The range is specific to the data set used
and cannot be determined in advance due to its reliance on the data. Results from Section 4.3
also demonstrate that the algorithm is able to detect most of the chimeras that we added to
each data set. The ones that we cannot detect collaborate with other ESTs to form clusters.
That is, the algorithm produces the correct clusters when applied to artificial data sets in
general, but does not necessarily output all the chimeras. This may be a result of using a poor
threshold value or choosing poor chimeras, and is thus not a direct flaw in the approach. A
similar observation is made in the real data sets. The results from Section 4.4 demonstrate that
the algorithm’s performance on real data sets is slightly more unpredictable and once again,
largely dependent on the data. A small number of chimeras are detected in all but one of the
original real data sets. This may be because the data sets chosen are naturally well behaved, or
because the occurrence of a chimera is a relatively rare one. To gain a better understanding of
the algorithms performance on real data sets, more badly behaved data sets would have to be
used. However, it is interesting to observe that when the algorithm is applied to a significantly
larger data set, the A076941 set, the number of false negatives increases. That is, fewer of those
chimeras that are added to the set, are classified as chimeras. Moreover, the number of chimeras
observed changes dramatically with changes to the threshold value. While it is possible that
31
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the choice of chimeras was poor to begin with, it is more likely that the threshold value used in
this case is what is causing the extra false negatives. This is an indication that for larger data
sets, perhaps the evidence score used to classify chimeras needs to take into account some other
factors. We discuss this briefly in the next section. Finally, we have been able to deduce the
general performance of using this scheme for clustering in Section 3.3.1.4. We observe that in
the worst case, when each EST is adjacent to every other EST, the performance is still bounded
by n2 . In such instances, there would be no difference between using this scheme and the k -link
approach by [Bragg & Stone 2009].

5.3

Limitations of the Research

Perhaps the most significant limitation of this research is the inability for us to verify whether
the chimeras that we identify in the original real data sets are in fact chimeras. It would be
useful to determine how many real chimeras we identify within a particular data set. In order
for us to determine this, the research would have to be coupled with a wet lab investigation.
The wet lab experimentation could be used to determine which ESTs are chimeric by examining
the way these sequences bind to others. This information could then be used to verify whether
the chimeras we identify for a particular real data set, are real chimeric ESTs. In doing so, we
would be able to deduce a false negative/false positive occurrence rate. This could be used to
determine how successful the suggested approach is in reality.
Yet another limitation and weakness of the approach we have used, is the fact that low
evidence 1 , in general, corresponds to the occurrence of a putative chimera. While this seems
reasonable intuitively, there are instances in which this is not necessarily the case. Low evidence
does not always necessarily imply the presence of a chimeric EST. The coverage of an EST is
another factor that ideally should be taken into consideration when clustering. By coverage, we
mean the number of ESTs that are adjacent to a particular EST. Currently, having a smaller
adjacency list implies that the size of the intersection between two ESTs is also likely to be
smaller. In turn, the chances of a particular EST, with a small adjacency list, being classified
as a chimera is higher. This is not necessarily accurate. If the evidence for a particular EST is
low and the coverage of the same EST is also low, then the EST may not be chimeric. Instead,
it is those situations where the coverage of an EST is high and the evidence is low that lead to
the formation of chimeras. That is, when an EST has many adjacencies but only shares a small
intersection with these adjacencies, the likelihood of having a chimera is higher. To account for
both evidence and coverage, the evidence score should be normalised by a suitable value. One
possible suggestion is to take into account the evidence between two ESTs u and v, as well as
the size of the cluster to which u belongs. That is, the evidence scores could be normalised by
ev(u,v)
a factor of log|cluster(u)|
, where ev(u,v) refers to the evidence between u and v. The size of the
adjacency list of u could be used instead of the cluster size. This is something to modify in the
future.
Finally, it would be useful to get a run-time comparison of the suggested approach versus
the k -link approach by [Bragg & Stone 2009]. While we have outlined a theoretical analysis of
the performance of our algorithm, it would be better to be able to compare its performance
1

Recall that the evidence for a particular EST refers to the size of the intersection of its adjacency list with
that of another EST.
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to the performance of an existing approach when applied to the same data set. Due to time
constraints, and difficulties in accessing the required resources, this comparison could not be
made. Once again, it is something to consider for future experimentation.

5.4

Conclusion

This chapter discusses some of the major results we have found throughout this research. In
Section 5.2, we discuss the general results obtained when applying the suggested framework to
both real and artificial data sets. The research is slightly limited by the fact that we cannot
verify whether the chimeras we identify for real data sets are chimeric ESTs in reality. To
be able to do this, the research would have to be coupled with a biological investigation to
determine chimeric ESTs within a set of EST data; these limitations and others are described
in Section 5.3. The next chapter concludes the research.

Chapter 6

Conclusion
Clustering is a problem with a large application domain. In the field of bioinformatics. clustering of DNA plays an important role in understanding the transcriptome. In order to determine
which genes are active at different times, as well as their functionality, biologists would ideally
like to isolate and sequence the mRNA from a cell. However, mRNA sequencing is a biochemically complex and expensive process. Hence the use of ESTs can, in some cases, provide both a
biochemically reasonable and cost-effective alternative. ESTs are indirectly produced through
the reverse transcription of mRNA. The mRNA is first reverse transcribed into cDNA which is
then fragmented to form ESTs. Since fragmentation occurs randomly, the resulting ESTs are
highly redundant and must be clustered in order to determine the original consensus sequence.
The EST clustering problem is also of interest to computer scientists due to the fact that it
may be easily represented in terms of a graph problem. Numerous clustering algorithms exist,
and may be loosely divided into two categories: single-linkage algorithms and multlink algorithms. Single-linkage algorithms although conceptually simple, are problematic when dealing
with erroneous data, since they are based largely on the transitive closure assumption. The
transitive closure assumption leads to the formation of elongated clusters which make it difficult
to discern the exact products of a gene. In addition, the clustering process is complicated by the
existence of biological chimeras. Chimeric ESTs refer to ESTs that artificially ligate despite
differences in their origins. Evidently, chimeric ESTs result in erroneous merges of clusters.
Single-linkage algorithms are particularly susceptible to the negative effects of chimeras. As a
result numerous multilink clustering algorithms have been developed. These algorithms, unlike
single-linkage algorithms, are not based solely on the transitive closure assumption. In addition, these algorithms attempt to identify and remove putative chimeras when possible. The
k -link algorithm developed by [Bragg & Stone 2009] is one such attempt to identify and remove
chimeric ESTs from the overall clustering process. While this approach is theoretically sound,
it involves a comparison of each EST with every other EST in a given data set. This is not
feasible when considering the large data sets that are typically associated with this problem.
In addition, the approach does not take into account certain differences that may exist in data
when performing clustering.
In this research, we have implemented an alternative scheme for multilink clustering. This
approach was based on examining the sizes of intersections between neighbourhoods of ESTs.
Intuitively, a smaller intersection means that there is less evidence to support a particular link
between two ESTs. In such cases, the links have been removed. A theoretical analysis of this
34
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approach revealed that it can be more efficient, but its performance is largely dependent on the
data to which it is applied. The algorithm has been applied to both real and artificial data sets.
For artificial data sets, it was generally successful and efficient at identifying chimeric ESTs correctly. When applied to real data sets, the algorithm’s performance was more variable; larger
real data sets reveal that the clustering is very sensitive to changes in the threshold value. In
addition, certain chimeric sequences may not necessarily be identified. This suggests that the
evidence score used to determine cluster membership may need to be modified in the future.
Further experimentation is required to gain an understanding of how this should be done.
Future work was suggested that may enhance the algorithm used in this research into a
more sophisticated, robust and proficient tool for detecting chimeric ESTs.

Appendix A

An Existing Approach for Finding
Minimum Cuts
This appendix presents one particular algorithm that has been developed for finding the minimum cut vertices in an undirected, unweighted graph. This is not the only algorithm that
exists, but is rather a possible means of identifying putative chimeras. In particular, we refer
to the algorithm in [Karger & Stein 1996].

A.1

The Contraction Algorithm

The central idea is to repeatedly contract edges that do not comprise the minimum cut of the
graph, until the minimum cut becomes apparent. That is, in order to contract two vertices v1
and v2 , we replace them with a single vertex v. The set of edges incident to v may then be
described as the union of the set of edges incident to v1 and v2 respectively. Edges consisting
of the same endpoint are not merged. Instead, multiple instances of the same edge are created.
All edges between v1 and v2 are removed. Formally, this may be stated as follows: delete all the
edges (v1 ,v2 ) and replace each edge (v1 ,w ) or (v2 ,w ) with an edge (v,w ) [Karger & Stein 1996].
The remaining portions of the graph are unchanged. Figure A.1 demonstrates the entire procedure of contracting an undirected unweighted graph [Karger & Stein 1996].

Figure A.1: Example of the contraction procedure for undirected graphs.
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The contraction process terminates when the graph consists of only two vertices. That is,
each original vertex is contracted into one of the two remaining “metavertices”. This defines
a cut of the original graph, since each side corresponds to the vertices contained within one of
the metavertices. The algorithm for the contraction procedure due to [Karger & Stein 1996] is
given in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: The contraction algorithm.

When the contraction algorithm terminates, it produces a graph with two metavertices a and
b that correspond to a cut in the graph. The algorithm uses a recursive contraction procedure
and hence has quadratic time complexity.
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